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Bluewater Publications is a North Alabama publication house that distributes books both 
nationally and internationally. We are devoted to operating at the highest level of professionalism 
and strive to publish stories that are rich in detail and feature the triumphs of the human spirit 
in both fiction and nonfiction genres. At Bluewater Publications, we believe that readers are 
leaders and knowledge is power. We guarantee our catalog has a book for every reader, whether 
you are looking for the latest research, a teaching moment with your children, or your next great 
read! We encourage you to check out Amazon, Goodreads, or NetGalley.com for honest reader 
reviews of our publications. Contact Bluewater.Publications@gmail.com if you are interested in 
setting up a wholesale buyers account to purchase books from our catalog. 

Interested in what Bluewater Publications can do for you? We would love to connect with 
your store, museum, library, or website in order to generate more readership across the globe. 
Bluewater Publications helps venues promote hosted events through social media marketing, 
press releases, and newsletter announcements. Whether your goal is to fill a room for an 
educational seminar, host an author at a school seminar, or hold an exclusive ticketed event at 
your local bookstore, Bluewater’s authors and staff want to help you achieve your goals! Contact 
Bluewater.contacts@gmail.com for more information on our marketing services. 



Featured Titles

Born in Roswell, New Mexico, JO ANN JEFFRIES grew up in a military 
family. It was on a brief layover in Hawaii on the way to Japan that she fell in 
love with Hawaii. Years later, she found her way back to Hawaii. She married, 
became a nurse and worked in the neonatal unit Kapi‘olani Medical Center. 
As a coach and referee for AYSO soccer, she enjoyed helping children develop 
positively and gain confidence in themselves. She has taken Hawaiian language 
and culture classes. Volunteering at a local Punana Leo preschool, (a Hawaiian 
medium education preschool) helps her further her learning of Hawaiian. 
Most of her writing focuses on events in Hawaii as well as other stories that 
have ties to Hawaii. 

PUANANI 
and the VOLCANO
a Children’s Fiction Chapter Book
by Jo Ann Jeffries

Paperback  978-1-949711-05-9 •  6x9
$16.95  •  60 pages  •  Release: March 2020  
Children’s Fiction

HAVE YOU SEEN 
TUCKER?
a Children’s Picture Book
by Jo Ann Jeffries

Softcover 978-1-949711-39-4  
 11x8.5  •  $18.95  •  30 pages  
Release: August 2020  •  Children’s 
Fiction

A young girl has lost her pet cat, Tucker, and sets out to find him around her rural home 
in Idaho. She runs across many other animals out in the wilderness and asks them about 
her cat. They lead her on a fun adventure, and eventually she finds her cat in the last 
place she expected—right under her nose, where cats often are. The ending contains 
helpful tips on what to do if you ever lose your cat. Great book for young animal lovers!

Age Level: 4 – 6/Preschool – 1st Grade

Puanani and the Volcano is about the Kilauea 
eruption on the Big Island of Hawaii and how 
it affected an elementary school girl. It is an 
encouraging and meaningful story showing 
how Puanani turned her feelings of helplessness 
about the lava flowing into the ocean into a 
dogged determination to save as much sea 
life as possible—especially the turtles. Her 

persistence inspires her family and canoe club to help her in her quest to make the 
beaches and shorelines a cleaner and safer place for the animals and people who love 
them.

Age Level: 7 – 9/2nd – 3rd grade

Reviews from NetGalley

“Puanani became her own hero in this book. She started as a shy girl who was scared 
of presenting a science presentation in front of her class. When disaster strikes and 
earthquakes begin to occur over and over again, Puanani had to overcome another fear. 
The book describes how earthquakes happen and why. It also is a touching story of a 
young girl who stands up for what she believes in.” 

– Ashley G.

“This was super cute. The illustrations are simple, but fun, and go with the story well. I 
loved how it showed how one person can really make a difference when they care about 
something. And I liked the Hawaiian vocab thrown in too!” 

– Jini C.
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LORI BROWN has been an educator for twelve years, and it is her 
love of teaching and writing that has given her the inspiration to 
create her memorable characters. She uses rhyme schemes to help 
children learn while enjoying the stories they are reading. She lives in 
McKenzie, Alabama with her husband, Miles.

DUDLEY and FRIENDS
a Children’s Picture Book Series
by Lori Brown

Dudley and Friends is a series about a farm dog named Dudley who learns about some 
of the very same subjects children are taught in school. In the first book, Friends Count, 
Dudley meets some new friends who help him learn to count and get excited about 
school. Starting in the second book, Ms. Annabelle, the alpaca, teaches class in the barn 
to Dudley and other young animals on the farm. In each book they learn something 
new, with prose that is delivered in fun, light-hearted rhymes to make these educational 
topics engaging and memorable. Currently, the series is focused on teaching about the 
different parts of speech, such as nouns and verbs, giving young readers a head start in 
the world of grammar. Great books for encouraging education and having fun in school.

Age Level: 4 – 6/Preschool – 1st Grade

Softcover  978-1-949711-27-1  •  11x8.5  •  $16.95  
30 pages  •  Release: March 2020 •  Children’s Fiction

Friends Count

Dudley and Friends: Nouns
Softcover 978-1-949711-28-8  •  11x8.5 •  $16.95 
28 pages  • Release: August 2020 •  Children’s Fiction

Dudley and Friends: Pronouns
Softcover 978-1-949711-30-1  •  11x8.5 •  $16.95 
30 pages • Release: August 2020  •  Children’s Fiction
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BELOVED MOTHER
a Novel
by Laura Hunter

LAURA HUNTER was raised in Alabama hill country and now 
lives near Tuscaloosa. She has published sixteen award-winning 
fiction pieces and nine poems, in addition to the numerous articles 
published through different media outlets. She has written a 
collection of fictional short stories focused on Copeland’s Crossing, 
Alabama, which is awaiting publication. Beloved Mother was released 
Spring 2019.

Paperback 978-1-934610-98-5  •  5.5x8.5  
$18.95  •  292 pages  •  Available Now  
Fiction

Beloved Mother is a braided narrative of 
three women striving for meaning in their 
lives amidst turmoil in their relationships 
and living conditions. Laura Hunter explores 
what happens when motherhood is not 
idyllic, but painful and full of regret.

Praise for Beloved Mother

Laura Hunter has created a world in which the land matters. Set in Appalachia, her novel 
crosses regional boundaries that include Native American traditions and industrial 
progress, while exploring the timeless themes of greed, exploitation, kinship, and 
family….Here, Hunter’s love of story shows.

—Wendy Reed, author of An Accidental Memoir

Beloved Mother is an adventure story about three generations of daring women.  Hunter 
tells us that “women have within them so much love and so much hate they sometime 
confuse the two,” one of the many mysteries about this fast-paced novel that will keep 
you wondering.

  — Denton Loving, author of Crimes Against Birds

SOUTHERN VOICES
a Book of Short Stories
by Laura Hunter

Softback 978-1-949711-33-2  •  5.5x8.5 
$18.95  •  228 pages  •  Release: August 2020  
Fiction/Southern Shorts

There’s a certain energy in the South…that 
feeling that you can’t get anywhere else. The 
people, the language, the land—they all lend 
themselves to rich, unforgettable stories. 

Laura Hunter is a master storyteller who 
captures not only the romance of life in the 
South, but also the pain and grittiness. The 
stories in this collection give glimpses into the 
lives of fascinating characters—stories of life, 
death, love, and loss, of dreams shattered and 

hopes rebuilt. Through it all, Hunter weaves a common thread that remains with the 
reader long after the book is closed.

Containing award-winning stories, such as:

• Moon Shadows Dancing – Scott and Zelda Fitzgerald Award
• A Widow’s Mite – Patricia Boatner Award; Tennessee Mountain Writers
• She (Carter’s Woman) – H E Francis Award; University of Alabama, Huntsville 
Campus, Harriet Arnow Award for Short Stories – Appalachian Writers Association
• Waiting for the Pink – Hackney Award; Birmingham Southern College

Awards won in 2019 by Beloved Mother

Next Generation Indie Book Award, First Place – Fiction
Next Generation Indie Book Award, Winner – First Novel (Over 90,00 words)
American Fiction Awards, Finalist – Best New Fiction
American Fiction Awards, Finalist – Best Cover Design
Literary Titan Book Award, Silver Award Winner
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REDBIRDS, ROSES, 
& GHOSTS
a Memoir
by Gayle Young

Praise for Redbirds, Roses, & Ghosts

REDBIRDS, ROSES, AND GHOSTS celebrates the writer in all of us. With grace, humor, 
and compassion, Gayle Young captures a lost time for women and their “set-aside” 
dreams. Part memoir, part dream, the book travels to the past and what might have been, 
never losing sight of the power of a mother-daughter bond.

—Carolyn Haines, USA Today bestselling author

This is a charmer of a book, a memoir interspersed with short stories and poems, all 
inspired by Gayle Young’s efforts in her first year of retirement to begin her life as a writer, 
come to terms with her past, and find humor in her daily life and family. 

—Jennifer Horne, Alabama Poet Laureate

Paperback  978-1-949711-03-5  •  5.25x8 
$18.95  •  206 pages  •  Available Now  
Memoir/Biography

After being a legal assistant for many years, GAYLE YOUNG retired 
to pursue the calling she had found when her sixth-grade teacher 
picked her play to be performed by the class: writing. She has 
published short pieces in newspapers, anthologies, and magazines. 
Redbirds, Roses, and Ghosts is her first book-length work, a humorous, 
heartfelt memoir about the challenges of becoming a writer. Her most 
important role is wife to her husband Larry and Mom and Nana to her 
children, grandchildren, and dogs, some of whom appear, reluctantly, 
in her writings.

A memoir of a retired office worker who has 
always dreamed of becoming a successful 
novel writer. Short fictional stories and poems 
are interspersed with memories of childhood 
and motherhood and with comical tales of 
the daily life of this grandmother-turned-
author.

DIRTY PINK
a Novel
by Gayle Young

Softback  978-1-949711-34-9  •  5.5x8.5 
$18.95  •  332 pages  •  Release: August 2020 
Fiction

On a beautiful Spring day in the Deep South, 
while the azaleas and honeysuckles bloomed, 
Samantha Grace McKenzie’s life began to 
fall apart. She loses her partner and her 
home. Her son, Danny, changes seemingly 
overnight, becoming distant and rebellious. 
Faces from her past fight for her attention, 
but Samantha doesn’t know who to trust, or 
if she can even trust herself. 

Secrets emerge, slowly deconstructing the 
fairytale life she thought she had. Bit by bit, Samantha’s life unravels, each step bringing 
her closer to a harrowing and unexpected event that threatens her very existence.
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Softcover  978-1-949711-01-1 • 6x9  •  $24.95
240 pages  •  Release: November 2020  
Historical Fiction

THE RECKONING
a Historical Fiction
by Tim Kent

TIM KENT is a Civil War Historian, lieutenant commander of his local 
SCV camp & former first sergeant with the 26th Alabama infantry re-
enactment group. His interest in the Civil War began at the age of six 
when he overheard a conversation between his uncles regarding this 
momentous time in our nation’s history. He has been studying all aspects 
of the War ever since.

In addition to authoring his own books, he has assisted other authors 
in researching material for their books and was involved with the Wide 
Awake Films Civil War documentaries at Perryville. In 2012 he was 
commissioned as the writer and historical director for the documentary 

Sesquicentennial Civil War History of Colbert County Alabama. Tim is also a much sought-after 
speaker on Civil War History.  Once you meet him you will understand why!  His love for history 
is contagious! 

DIE LIKE MEN
a Historical Fiction by Tim Kent

Paperback 978-1-934610-62-6  •  6.14x9.21
$19.95  •  328 pages  •  Available Now •   Historical 
Fiction

Paperback 978-1-934610-68-8  •  6.14x9.21  •  $16.95 
144 pages  •  Available Now  •  Historical Fiction

NEVER SMILE AGAIN
a Historical Fiction by Tim Kent

BETRAYED
a Novel by Tim Kent

Paperback 978-1-934610-81-7  •  6.14x9.21  •  $16.95 
234 pages  •  Available Now  •  Fiction, History

Die Like Men will take the reader through the 
invasion from Florence, Alabama to Nashville 
and provide insight into the colorful personalities 
of the leading participants. This is a must read for 
any fan of the American Civil War.

Never Smile Again is a riveting rendering of the campaign 
from Corinth to Shiloh, Tennessee.

Betrayed is the mystery a young wounded soldier with no 
memory must unravel in order to discover who he really is 
and who he has left behind.  Journey with him to see if he 
has the strength to go on and the fortitude to face the truth 
of his life and the ultimate betrayal?

From 1750 to 1848, the Southeastern frontier 
westward expansion was bringing pioneers 
into the Native American struggle for 
survival.  It was the most dangerous period 
in history for a pioneer family to establish a 
home, as their entrance into the land clashed 
with the native people who were fighting for 
everything they possessed, including their 
very identity. In order to avoid removal, some 
Native Americans gave up their claim to the 

name, and there are many of their descendants today who cannot trace their ancestry on 
the Dawes Rolls.
 
“The Reckoning gives great significance to our nation’s history and heritage of frontier 
pioneers and Native Americans, as ethnic groups and cultures are intertwined across the 
southeastern landscape of the United States. The Reckoning brings to life the characters in 
the story that leaves very little to the imagination!” 
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On September 16-18, 1816, the Turkey Town Treaty was 
negotiated at Turkey Town some five miles northeast of 
Gadsden, Alabama. The treaty gave the Indian Territory of 
the present-day counties of Colbert-Franklin, Lauderdale, 
Lawrence, Limestone, Madison, and Morgan in Alabama to 
the United States government. Leaders of the Cherokee and 
Chickasaw Indians signed the treaty. The treaty was ratified by 
Congress in July 1817, which opened Alabama for statehood.

The Alabama Plantation Series of “Cotton Was King” focuses 
on the wealthy slave owning planters who took advantage of 
these new lands to increase their wealth in the white gold of 
cotton. Because of the large number of cotton planters and 
slaves who came to the Tennessee Valley area of Alabama, 
each county will be a separate book in the series. The three 
books that have been completed include Lauderdale, Franklin, 
and Lawrence. Since Colbert County was recognized after 
the Civil War, it was included in the books of Franklin and 
Lawrence.

RICKEY BUTCH WALKER is a life-long native son of the Warrior 
Mountains. He descends from Cherokee, Creek, and Celtic (Scots-
Irish) people who migrated into the hills and coves of the mountainous 
region of North Alabama some 250 years ago. He, as was his father, is 
a member of the Echota Cherokee Tribe of Alabama. 

Mr. Walker retired after some 35 years with the Lawrence County 
Board of Education. He taught high school for 11 years and served as 
director of Lawrence County Schools’ Indian Education Program until 
his retirement in 2009. He was responsible for ensuring that Indian 
students were taught culturally related academic skills. Walker wrote 

and developed a study guide for teachers and students in the Lawrence County, Alabama school 
system. Walker has written over a dozen books, which can be found in the backlist.

COTTON WAS KING: 
ALABAMA PLANTATION SERIES
a Nonfiction Series by Rickey Butch Walker

Paperback  978-1-934610-99-2  •  7.5x9.25  •  $19.95  •  246 pages  
Available Now  •  Nonfiction

Cotton Was King Lauderdale County

Cotton Was King Colbert - Franklin County
Paperback  978-1-949711-08-0  •  7.5x9.25  •  $19.95  •  248 pages  
Available Now  •  Nonfiction

DOUBLEHEAD: LAST 
CHICKAMAUGA CHEROKEE 
CHIEF
a Nonfiction Book
by Rickey Butch Walker

Among all the famous Native American Indian chiefs, people today easily recognize 
names like Geronimo, Tecumseh, and Crazy Horse. However, unless you live in Alabama 
or Tennessee, chances are you’ve never heard of Cherokee Chief Doublehead. Described 
as overbearing, hot-tempered, and haughty, he possessed possibly one of the strongest 
personalities of any man who lived at the time. Through sheer force of will, Chief 
Doublehead became the principal leader among the Cherokees. Refusing to cede the 
valuable hunting grounds to white intruders, he managed to confederate several tribes 
of Indians to wage war for twenty-five years. It has been said that Doublehead killed 
more men than anyone who lived during this time period. Butch Walker has written 
an excellent biography on the great chief, which has been long overdue. Walker takes 
Doublehead from warrior to famous chief to shrewd businessman. Butch Walker has 
painstakingly researched all available material on the fierce Cherokee Chief Doublehead. 
This is a must-read for anyone interested in Native American history.

Paperback   978-1-934610-67-1  •  7.5x9.25  •  $24.95 
280 pages  • Available Now  •  Nonfiction

Cotton Was King Lawrence County
Paperback  978-1-949711-14-1  •  7.5x9.25  •   $29.95   •  331 pages
Available Now  •  Nonfiction

MORE TO THIS SERIES COMING SOON: 
Cotton Was King Madison & Morgan Counties

Cotton Was King Limestone County
Softback  978-1-949711-35-6  •  7.5x9.25  •   $29.95   •  330 pages
Release: October 2020  •  Nonfiction
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ALABAMA HISTORY 
in the U.S.
a Textbook
by Angela Broyles

Softcover  978-1-949711-56-1 •  7.5x9.25  
$24.95  •  204 pages  •  Release: July 2020  
Nonfiction/State History

ANGELA BROYLES enjoys historical research and sharing it with 
others. She founded Bluewater Publications in 2000, but as with all 
exploits, it was in the making long before the actual inception.  Prior 
to publishing, Angela was the owner of an independent bookstore 
giving her the initial knowledge in marketing an independent author.  
BWPublications.com has over 150 titles in their backlist with an 
additional 12-15 titles planned to release the next few seasons.  

This enlightening study teaches history as it 
relates not only to the state of Alabama but 
to the United States as a whole. Studying 
this text will provide a basic and expanded 
knowledge of Alabama history, while also 
encouraging readers to embark on further 

historical research. Its design features tools to retain comprehension and to create a 
quest for more information. As a bonus feature, a literary list in the back of the book is 
available for 4th - 8th grade history.

Within these pages you will find topics such as:

• Native Americans of the area and their removal 
• Early explorers and their interaction with the Native Americans 
• Early settlers and their way of life 
• The War Between the States and the Reconstruction
• The Civil Rights Movement 
• Local history, including interesting historical figures
• A chronological list of Alabama counties & governors

With these helpful study points:

• Research based historical study for 4th - 8th grade 
• Vocabulary studies 
• Comprehension questions 
• Writing assignment & research projects 

AMERICAN TWINS 
of the REVOLUTION
a Historical Fiction Children’s 
Chapter Book
by Lucy Fitch Perkins, 
foreword by Angela Broyles

Softcover  978-1-949711-70-7  •  6.14x9.21
$9.95  •  104 pages  •  Release: July 2020  
Children’s Historical Fiction

During the Revolutionary War, General 
Priestly entrusted his children, Sally and 
Roger, to help their mother deliver the 
money to pay the Continental Army. After 
their home was attacked and burned by 
British soldiers, they managed to escape 
and set out on their perilous mission to 

bring the payroll to General Washington. They struggled through countless obstacles, 
knowing that if they didn’t succeed, it would halt progress in the war. Hardships like the 
ones in this story, based on truth, were endured by many to bring about the privileges 
modern Americans enjoy today.

Grade: 4th – 6th 
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Softcover  978-1-949711-50-9 •  5.5x8.5  •  $18.95  
Release: November 2020  •  Memoir/Biography

TEXAS RANGERS 
and SOVEREIGNTY
a Memoir 
by Captain Dan W. Roberts, 
foreword by Angela Broyles

LIFE & TIMES of 
GENERAL SAM DALE: 
Mississippi and Alabama Territory
a Biography 
by John F. H. Claiborne, 
foreword by Angela Broyles

Softcover  978-1-949711-52-3 •  5.5x8.5  •  $18.95  
118 pages  •  Release: August 2020  •  Memoir/
Biography

This 160-year-old narrative of one of the South’s 
notable historical figures has been republished 
for the Alabama Bicentennial. Sam Dale was 
a frontiersman who lived from 1772 to 1841, 
best known for his 8-day ride from Georgia to 
New Orleans in 1811 to deliver a message to 
Andrew Jackson, which would have taken most 

men a hard 14-day ride, and for his famous canoe battle. It could be said that Sam 
Dale dedicated his life to fighting for the safety of the frontier settler. His impact on 
battles, politics, and trade routes was momentous for the development of Alabama and 
Mississippi.  This is his life, written in his own words through the transcript of historian 
J. F. H. Claiborne with updates for the modern era.

The Texas Rangers were organized prior to 
statehood to protect the settlers of what would 
become the state of Texas. They fought natives 
on the warpath while keeping peace between the 
settlers braving the West for new opportunities. 
Reprinted from Captain Dan W. Roberts’ 1914 
recollections of the “D” Company of the Texas 
Rangers.

ROBIN PERRY BRAUN, MPsy is a Holistic Energy Practitioner.  For over 
25 years she has researched techniques that bring healing to body, soul, 
and spirit, and she has developed her own certified modality and trains 
people all over the world. She has found great and lasting results with this 
model and is passionate about educating people in holistic wellness, as 
well as helping people to understand themselves from a quantum energy 
perspective and how to live a life of thriving and fulfilling their destiny. 
Robin has an established private practice in Dallas, TX, a growing 
practice in Round Rock, TX, and is a regular guest expert on the national 
iHeartRadio show One Life Radio. She is the mom of four amazing girls 
and soon to be a grandmother. She travels to do retreats and live trainings 

and believes in empowering healers to be more effective with her modality. She loves collaborating 
with other like-minded healers and believes in the synergy of different giftings coming together for 
magnified results.

THRIVE
a Self-Help Book
by Robin Perry Braun, MPsy

Softback  978-1-949711-54-7 •  6x9
$19.95  •  180 pages  •  Release: July 2020   
Christian Self-Help

The U.S. has one of the highest rates of 
addiction, depression, anxiety, OCD, ADD, 
ADHD, obesity, and cancer in the world.  
We use more pharmaceuticals than any 
other nation.  These statistics are not much 
different in the church, and yet the Bible says 
it should not be so. Many Christians simply 
don’t know how to apply biblical principles of 
body, soul, and spirit to their daily lives.  In 
her 30-year journey with Christ, Robin Perry 
Braun has uncovered many truths in science 
which align with biblical principles. Much of 

the church has labeled this science as “New Age” or “witchcraft.”  This book is an effort to 
align science and scripture in practical, life-giving principles that, when applied, can take 
you from just surviving to thriving and becoming a world-changer.
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GRAY HERON
a Novel
by John Wilde

The Gray Heron is a friend and spiritual guide 
for Leroy, a man who enjoys the simpler things 
in life while also detesting the mundane. 
Finding the right balance in retirement isn’t 
easy, and helping raise two children during 
old age comes with complications. He takes 
peace from his feathered companion as he 
questions whether the bits of happiness in life 
outweigh the sorrows.

Advance Praise

Gray Heron is an interesting read with some thought-provoking themes. The action 
scenes are well researched and described, and used effectively to break the progression 
of family events. Characters are well drawn and believable and descriptions of scenery 
pique the senses well.

 —Millie Thom 

Gray Heron, in essence, is a dramatic tryst with destiny. . . . John Wilde pens an intriguing 
tale of how nature and nurture shape two impressionable minds. The characters are 
endearing, complex, and hopeful. His narrative has an engaging charm like a southern 
drawl.

—Ruby Mohan

Paperback 978-1-949711-00-4  •  5.5x8.5 
$18.95  •  352 pages  •  Available Now
Fiction

JOHN WILDE was born in 1950, and life was anything but typical. As 
a boy, his world was filled with constant change. His home served as a 
way-station for children waiting for adoption, and twenty-seven foster 
kids filtered in and out of his life as he grew up. With all their different 
struggles and hardships, those kids molded him into who he is today and 
helped him understand why love is the greatest healer. During his forty-
four years of working in sales, he developed a passion for writing. Gray 
Heron is his first published work, and he has plans for more.

GIMPY 
a Historical Fiction
by John Wilde

Softcover 978-1-949711-48-6  •  5.5x8.5  
$18.95  •  340 pages  •  Release: November 2020  
Historical Fiction

WW II is coming to a close, and in a small 
town in Alabama, young Jimmy “Gimpy” 
Johnson is a progeny. After being given a 
rough hand in life—born into poverty, a 
father gone to war, and a permanent limp after 
a bicycle accident—his incredible smarts help 
him make it to college. While studying and 
working part-time at a newspaper, he finds 
the true talent his mind was made for: sport 
predictions. From college football scores to 
the heavyweight boxing match of the decade, 
Gimpy begins to turn his cruel nickname into 
a headline.
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MARK HUBBS is an eleven year veteran of the U.S. Army Infantry. He 
left active duty in 1992 and retired from the Army Reserve in 2001. Since 
leaving active duty he has worked as a historic preservation specialist and 
archaeologist for the US Army Space and Missile Defense Command. His 
work has taken him to several far flung islands in the Pacific where the 
fierce battles of World War II have left relics both above and below the 
surface of the coral sand.

Mark has had a life-long passion for history. This interest ranges from 
battles and leaders to the more mundane cultural and material history of 
the common people who were the real heroes of the past. History is more 

than anything else the story of ordinary people and how those people reacted to extraordinary 
circumstances. For almost four decades Mark has learned first hand how the people of the past 
lived by participating in costumed living history programs at scores of American battlefields and 
historic sites.  

Paperback  978-1-934610-76-3  •  6.14x9.21
$12.95  •  170 pages  •  Available Now  
Young Adult Historical Fiction

THE SECRET of 
WATTENSAW BAYOU
a Young Adult Historical Fiction Novel
by Mark E. Hubbs

In the twilight days of slavery, thirteen year old 
Ephraim Wright suffers the depredations of war 
along with the white family who reared him. 
Raised with the family since he was two years old, 
he is never once required to call Jonathan Wright, 
his benevolent owner, “master.” His speech, 

manners and outlook on life are more akin to his white “siblings” than the other slaves 
in the community who chide him for being a “pet” and “talkin’ like white folk.” He is 
stranded between two worlds; that of free whites, and of enslaved blacks.

THE ARCHER’S SON
a Young Adult Historical Fiction Novel
by Mark E. Hubbs

Paperback  978-1-934610-94-7  •  6.14x9.21
$12.95  •  184 pages  •  Available Now
Young Adult Historical Fiction

Eager to see the world that lies beyond his small 
Cornish village, young Hedyn, son of an archer 
and serf, is thrilled to be chosen to join King 
Henry’s army as it advances on Normandy. His 
excitement quickly gives way to exhaustion in 
body and spirit, as well as worry for the safety of 
his newfound friends and comrades. Treachery, 
disease, hunger, and death plague their steps as 

King Henry’s men near their fateful battle with the French army at Agincourt. Can a 
mysterious stranger with a secretive past offer Hedyn hope amidst the horrors of battle?

GRANDFATHER’S TURTLE
a Children’s Chapter Book
by Mark E. Hubbs

Softback  978-1-949711-37-0  •  6x9  
$16.95  •  60 pages  •  Release: July 2020  
Children’s Fiction

A boy named David visits his mother’s native 
home, the Marshall Islands, to celebrate the 
birthday of his grandfather. There he meets his 
cousin Betra, a girl his own age. She introduces 
him to the way of life on her island and the 
culture of her people. David has a wonderful 
time, until he learns that a sea turtle is going 
to be served for the birthday dinner! He teams 
up with Betra to try and save the endangered 
creature’s life. 

This fictional story offers an accurate portrayal of Marshallese life, written by a U.S. 
Army Environmental Protection Specialist working with the Republic of the Marshall 
Islands for over 25 years. A great resource for learning about a new culture, conserving 
endangered species, and the importance of family.

Age Level: 7 – 9/1st – 3rd grade

Quarter Finalist in the Amazon Break Out 
Novel competition for 2013

Amazon UK Top Ten for kid’s medieval 
fiction for over a year after its release



Featured Titles

SHADOW FOR HIRE
a Trilogy
by Peter Last

PETER LAST was very nearly born in an elevator and has continued to be unconventional ever since. He is the sixth child in a large family 
but, despite having been homeschooled from kindergarten until twelfth grade, has an expansive social life and has never been locked in a 
closet. He began writing his first novel, Guardians of Magessa, at the age of eleven, receiving great encouragement from his family in the 
form of compliments such as “Your book is actually not that bad!”  

After earning his degree in Civil Engineering and commission in the United States military, he is now serving in the US Air Force, 
protecting the nation from its enemies, termites, and HVAC outages. In the little spare time he has, Peter writes a blog (peterlast.blogspot.
com) where he posts short stories, reviews books and movies, and addresses a mixture of serious and absurd topics, from global warming 
to pencil sharpeners. Peter’s other hobbies include drawing, dabbling in amateur film directing, and discharging powerful firearms at 
shooting ranges. At present, he is busy finishing up In the Service of the King, the third and final book in his Shadow for Hire series.

Paperback  978-1-934610-18-3  •  5.25x8  •  $18.95   
242 pages  •  Available Now  •  Christian Fantasy

THE BIRTHRIGHT CHRONICLES
a Trilogy
by Peter Last

Meet The Shadow, the most notorious group of 
mercenaries never seen. Their motto, “Anything for 
the money,” is their guiding light. And they have done 
terrible things indeed in the name of this way of life. But 
the winds of change are blowing, and fate is about to play 
its heavy hand.

Join The Shadow in an episodic adventure of danger, 
action, and intrigue. Will they die the villain, or live long 
enough to see themselves become the hero?

Praise

The plot was well written and the characters continued 
to develop throughout. Despite their criminal nature, 
the characters increasingly surprise the reader as they 
slowly become more akin to their conscience and desire 
to do what’s right.

—Amazon Review, Wages of Death

Wages of Death

Out of the Shadows

In the Service of the King

Paperback   978-1-934610-88-6 
5.25x8  • $18.95  •  320 pages  
Available Now  • Christian Fantasy

Paperback   978-1-934610-89-3  
5.25x8  •  $18.95  •  384 pages 
Available Now  •  Christian Fantasy

Paperback   978-1-934610-90-9  
5.25x8  •  $18.95  •  392 pages  
Available Now  •  Christian Fantasy

Guardians of Magessa

The Wizard’s Tower

The Dragon Warrior

Senndra never chose to be the adopted daughter 
of one of the nation’s most revered magicians, but 
wanting to honor her father and also break out 
from his shadow, she trains at the academy for 
dragon riders. Josiah is an intrepid cadet and natural 
tactician destined to lead the armies of Magessa. 
Joined by a warrior of the highest caliber, a defunct 
magician, and the rest of the next generation of the 
country’s defenders, they must risk life and limb to 
protect the realm. Strong bonds are forged in fierce 
battle, but each attack brings more light to a sinister 
conspiracy. As each thread of the diabolical web is 
untangled, their unwitting involvement seems more 
and more likely, leaving  a single, gnawing question. 
Is the birthright a blessing or a curse?

Paperback  978-1-949711-02-8  •  5.25x8  •  $18.95 
Available Now  •  Christian Fantasy

Paperback  978-1-949711-10-3  •  5.25x8  •  $18.95  
Release: August 2020  •  Christian Fantasy



Featured Titles

Whispers in the dark. Vague clues. Deadly 
threats. As currents of unrest flow throughout 
the kingdom of Andrea, Raina Swiftmain 
holds knowledge that could save her people. 
But can she find the missing links and 
discover the location of the lost prince? Dare 
she trust a knight who claims to hold the 
answers she needs?

Raina and her two unlikely companions face 
peril on every side as she seeks to fulfill her 

family’s quest. Join Raina as she discovers faith, falls into the arms of trouble, turns the 
tide of a kingdom, and finds humor in the worst situations.

C.R. FULTON travels the east coast in an RV with her husband, two kids, 
and two dogs, Atlantic and Ocean. She is also a Young Living Executive, 
so marrying oils with murder mystery writing seemed natural. She is the 
author of The light of Andrea, a Robin Hood style action adventure series, 
and a spiritual thriller due in 2021. Acrylic painting fuels her writing 
creativity, homeschooling her children keeps her sharp, but Jesus is the 
center of it all.

Paperback  978-1-949711-46-2  •  5.25x8  
$18.95  •  Release: June 2020  •  Christian 
Fantasy

SWIFTMAIN
Book 1 of a Fantasy Series
by C.R. Fulton

Paperback  978-1-949711-61-5   •  5.25x8
$18.95  •  Release: March 2021  • Christian Fantasy

IRONHOLD
Book 2 of a Fantasy Series
by C.R. Fulton

2021 RELEASE

War is imminent. With only a handful of 
untrained men can they protect the Prince of 
Andrea and muster an army?

Paperback 978-1-949711-63-9  •  5.25x8
$18.95   •  Release: Fall 2021
Christian Fantasy

PLUNGED
a Christian Fantasy Novel
by C.R. Fulton

The Chronicles of Narnia meets The Shack in 
Plunged. When a military experiment goes wrong 
Navy SEAL Jacob Carter finds himself plunged 
into another dimension. Can he survive when 
parallel worlds collide?

2021 RELEASE



Featured Titles

JEROME ROAMS FROM 
HOME & JEROME 
ROAMS BACK HOME
a Children’s Picture Book
by Patricia Maness

PATRICIA MANESS has always dreamed of writing children’s books.
She has recently retired from teaching band for over 36 years. The idea 
for “Jerome” came from summer vacations with her husband, driving 
in an RV and observing all the different types of RVs on the road. She 
began to notice that each one had a character of their own and started 
sketching them, giving each RV a unique personality and name. Patricia 
and her husband, Carl, live in South Alabama, where she loves to garden, 
cook, read, write, and listen to music.

Hardback 978-1-949711-58-5
8.8x8.5  •  $24.95  •  46 pages 
Release: June 2020  •  Children’s Fiction

THE SECRET 
in the JUNGLE
a Children’s Book
by Lily Seibert

LILY SEIBERT began writing when she was only eight years old, and 
she is now publishing her first children’s book at nineteen. A lover of 
imagination and storytelling, she is excited to begin her career as an 
author. Along with children’s stories, Seibert also has plans to write 
historical fiction for young adults. She has a passion for history and 
learning even the smallest facts and details. Originally from Alabama, 
she is currently studying for a degree in communications. 

Paperback 978-1-934610-20-6  •  7.5x9.25  
$14.95  •  32 pages  •  Available Now 
Children’s Fiction

Little Feather is a young girl who lives in a 
village on a tropical island. She is naturally 
rebellious with a thirst for adventure, 
and adventure finds her. Pirates attack, 
threatening the safety of the villagers and 
the carefully guarded secret that is hidden 

away somewhere on the island. Little Feather is desperate to help defend her home, but 
she finds a way that is even better than her trusty bow and arrow. The Secret in the Jungle 
is a story of compassion, forgiveness, and learning to let go of hate and greed. Written by 
the author when she was a child herself, the simple message reminds us that the heart of 
a child can be extraordinarily wise.

Advance Praise

The Secret in the Jungle is a delightful book that will be a great asset in the classroom. 
Little Feather learns to obey, and her merciful heart is a great example for children. The 
questions after the story create lots of opportunities for activities in the classroom. I 
highly recommend this book to be used at home or in schools!

—Hannah Sorrell, Middle School teacher

This is a flipbook that contains two stories 
in one. Jerome is an RV who sets out to 
travel all by himself. In Jerome Roams 
from Home, his adventures take him over 
flatlands, mountains, and valleys as he 
seeks and makes new friends.

He makes his return trip in Jerome Roams 
Back Home. This time he travels a different 
way by the water. “With eyes wide open 
and using his ears, Jerome saw and heard 
all there was to see and hear!” Jerome 
learns that it’s good to go, but it’s also good 
to come back home.



Featured Titles

SECRETS of the 
CHEROKEE HIDEAWAY
a Historical Fiction Series
by Wheeler Pounds

WHEELER POUNDS grew up in rural Alabama, and he has always possessed a deep connection to the outdoors and his Native American 
heritage.  He is a member of the Echota Cherokee Tribe of Alabama, of which he is the chief of the Blue Clan.  For thirty years he was 
employed by the State Board of Pardons and Paroles and was an adjunct instructor of Criminal Justice at Faulkner University. 

Since retiring, he has been able to devote time to his favorite hobby of being an avid hiker.  He has backpacked the majority of the National 
Parks in the United States but maintains that his favorite is Bankhead National Forest, which is near his home.  He is also a committed 
husband, father, and grandfather and has dedicated a significant portion of his life to volunteer work. 

Paperback  978-1-934610-64-0  •  6.14x9.21  •  $19.95  
350 pages  •  Available Now  •  Historical Fiction

The Cherokee Hideaway

The Cellar Vault

The Spy Sanctuary

Paperback  978-1-934610-79-4  •  6.14x9.21  •  $19.95 
304 pages  • Available Now  •  Historical Fiction

Paperback  978-1-934610-24-4  •  6.14x9.21  •  $19.95  
322 pages  • Available Now  •  Historical Fiction

Many years ago, a young Cherokee family escaped 
the Trail of Tears and began documenting their life of 
hiding in the Sipsey Wilderness of Alabama. In present 
day, an adventurous hiker with Native American lineage 
stumbles upon a sealed box in the forest containing a 
journal. During his journey to learn more, he is lead 
to the living descendants of the writer of the journal. 
Together, they begin working to unravel mysteries of 
the past, finding more clues of daring individuals who 
defied the immoral laws of the land for the hope of a 
better life.

UP FOOL’S HILL 
DOWN MEMORY LANE 
ACROSS TIME
a Memoir
by Wheeler Pounds

Paperback  978-1-934610-15-2  •  6.14x9.21
$18.95  •  186 pages   •  Available Now  •  Memoir

Praise

Wheeler Pounds captivates us with wisdom 
accumulated over eighty years of experiencing 
life, from an Alabama logger, to a Cherokee 
Chief, to a world traveler and missionary.  Not 
only does he offer a fascinating journey down 
memory lane into the past, but also thought 
provoking insights into the world of today and 
its possible future.

—Terry Michael, M.A. English, West Point Instructor

Wheeler Pounds, an extraordinary man who struggled against the steep incline to get 
up Fool’s Hill in his younger days, is nearing the bottom of the hill on the other side 
after some eighty years of life. His time on earth as an impoverished country boy to 
the top of the hill in a successful professional career has had its ups and downs, but his 
experiences along the way have given him a unique perspective on the changes in the 
ways of living from his beginning until now.  As Wheeler walked the road of life, he noted 
many differences from the 1930s and 40s to now in 2018, and he describes those things 
that he has experienced, observed, and taken from his memory bank in this revealing 
book of his life.

—Butch Walker, Best Selling Author & Speaker



Bluewater Backlist

Title Author ISBN Binding Size Pages Price Category

Southern Justice Bobby Atkins 978-1-934610-58-9 Perfect 6.14x9.21 268 19.95 Fiction

The History of the Kiwanis Club 
of Florence, Alabama David B. Beasley 978-1-934610-85-5 Perfect 8.5x11 482 39.95 Nonfiction, History

Alabama History Angela Broyles 978-1-934610-07-7 Perfect 7.5x9.25 284 39.95 Nonfiction, History

Memories Willa Jean Johnson Cagle 
 & Mary Lucille Johnson Wilson 978-1-934610-22-0 Case 7x10 240 36.95 Memoir

Trails, Dreams, and Events of Lone Elk Dale Lone Elk Castle 978-1-934610-16-9 Perfect 7.625x10.25 166 19.95 Short Stories, Fiction

Samual Hale: Ancestors and Heirs of a Minuteman Carl H. “Butch” Chaboudy 978-1-934610-04-6 Perfect 8.25x11 276 29.95 Nonfiction, Genealogy

Signs of the Past - A Pictorial History of Lauderdale 
& Colbert Counties, AL David Curott 978-1-934610-59-6 Case 8.5x11 220 34.95 Nonfiction

Southern Life in Southern Literature Maurice Garland Fulton 978-0-9719946-1-4 Perfect 8.25x11 352 29.95 Fiction, Southern Short Story

The Man Without a Country Edward Everett Hale 978-1-934610-31-2 Perfect 5.5x8.5 96 12.95 Historical Fiction

Finding Our Indian Blood Vance Hawkins 978-1-934610-87-9 Perfect 7.5x9.25 210 19.95 Nonfiction, History

The Archer’s Son Mark E. Hubbs  978-1-934610-94-7 Perfect 6.14x9.21 184 12.95 Young Adult Fiction, History

The Secret of Wattensaw Bayou Mark E. Hubbs 978-1-934610-76-3  Perfect 6.14x9.21 170 12.95 Young Adult Fiction, History

Beloved Mother Laura Hunter 978-1-934610-98-5 Perfect 5.5x8.5 292 18.95 Fiction

Life in the Muscle Shoals Kenneth R. Johnson 978-1-934610-92-3 Perfect 7.5x9.25 220 19.95 Nonfiction

Alabama Saga — Coming in 2020 Tim Kent 978-1-949711-01-1    24.95 

Betrayed Tim Kent 978-1-934610-81-7 Perfect 6.14x9.21 234 16.95 Fiction, History

Die Like Men Tim Kent 978-1-934610-62-6 Perfect 6.14x9.21 328 19.95 Historical Fiction

Murder from the Pulpit — Coming in 2020 Tim Kent 978-1-949711-07-3    18.95 Nonfiction

Never Smile Again Tim Kent 978-1-934610-68-8 Perfect 6.14x9.21 144 16.95 Historical Fiction

Gunsmiths and Allied Tradesmen of Alabama Thomas E. Kilgo & 
 James B. Whisker 978-1-934610-77-0 Perfect 8.5x11 160 19.95 Nonfiction

The Dragon Warrior:  
The Birthright Chronicles, Book 3 Peter Last 978-1-934610-90-9 Perfect 5.25x8 392 18.95  Young Adult Fantasy

Guardians of Magessa:  
The Birthright Chronicles, Book 1 Peter Last 978-1-934610-88-6 Perfect 5.25x8 320 18.95 Young Adult Fantasy

Out of the Shadows: Shadow for Hire, Book 2 Peter Last 978-1-949711-02-8 Perfect 5.25x8  18.95 Young Adult Fantasy

In the Service of the King: Shadow for Hire, Book 3 Peter Last 978-1-949711-10-3 Perfect 5.25x8  18.95 Young Adult Fantasy

Wages of Death: Shadow for Hire, Book 1 Peter Last 978-1-934610-18-3 Perfect 5.25x8 242 18.95 Young Adult Fantasy



Bluewater Backlist

Title Author ISBN Binding Size Pages Price Category

The Wizard’s Tower: 
The Birthright Chronicles, Book 2 Peter Last 978-1-934610-89-3 Perfect 5.25x8 384 18.95 Young Adult Fantasy

The Choosing Book Maud Lindsay 978-1-934610-34-3 Perfect 7.5x9.25 106 15.95 Children’s Fiction

Fun On Children’s Street Maud Lindsay 978-1-934610-60-2 Perfect   15.95 Children’s Fiction

Little Missy Maud Lindsay 978-1-934610-03-9 Perfect 7.5x9.25 124 15.95 Children’s Historical Fiction

Mother Stories Maud Lindsay 978-1-934610-33-6 Perfect 7.5x9.25 162 15.95 Children’s Fiction

Silver Foot Maud Lindsay 978-1-934610-02-2 Perfect 7.5x9.25 144 15.95 Children’s Historical Fiction

A Story Garden for Little Children Maud Lindsay 978-1-934610-32-9 Perfect 7.5x9.25 90 14.95 Children’s Fiction

The Story Teller Maud Lindsay 978-1-934610-61-9 Perfect   15.95 Children’s Fiction

Dirt Road Memories - A Collection of Southern 
Short Stories Tom McDonald 978-1-934610-96-1 Perfect 7.5x9.25 174 14.95 Memoir

Promises To Keep Tom McDonald 978-1-934610-19-0 Perfect 7.5x9.25 154 19.95 Memoir

When Memories Come Calling Tom McDonald 978-1-934610-86-2 Perfect 7.5x9.25 192 14.95 Memoir

Civil War Tales of the Tennessee Valley William Lindsey McDonald 978-0-9719946-7-6 Perfect   17.95 Nonfiction, History

Judi Letters William Lindsey McDonald 978-1-934610-28-2 Perfect 7.5x9.25 144 14.95 Nonfiction, History

Lore of the River William Lindsey McDonald 978-0-9719946-2-1 Perfect   18.95  Nonfiction, History

Old North Field William Lindsey McDonald 978-1-934610-05-3 Perfect 7.5x9.25 130 14.95 Memoir

Paths in the Brier Patch William Lindsey McDonald 978-1-934610-06-0 Perfect 7.5x9.25 176 14.95 Memoir

Remembering Sweetwater William Lindsey McDonald 978-0-9719946-3-8 Perfect   19.95 Nonfiction

A Walk Through the Past William Lindsey McDonald 978-0-9719945-6-0 Perfect   24.95 Nonfiction, History

The American Twins of the Revolution Lucy Fitch Perkins 978-1-934610-13-8 Perfect 7.5x9.25 136 13.95 Children’s Historical Fiction

The American Twins of 1812 Lucy Fitch Perkins 978-1-934610-17-6 Perfect 7.5x9.25 112 13.95 Children’s Historical Fiction

The Belgian Twins Lucy Fitch Perkins 978-1-934610-01-5 Perfect 7.5x9.25 124 13.95 Children’s Cultural Fiction

Colonial Twins of Virginia Lucy Fitch Perkins 978-1-934610-29-9 Perfect 7.5x9.25 108 13.95 Children’s Historical Fiction

The Dutch Twins Lucy Fitch Perkins 978-1-934610-00-8 Perfect 7.5x9.25 136 13.95 Children’s Cultural Fiction

The French Twins Lucy Fitch Perkins 978-1-934610-14-5  Perfect 7.5x9.25 128 13.95 Children’s Cultural Fiction

The Irish Twins Lucy Fitch Perkins 978-1-934610-09-1 Perfect 7.5x9.25 144 13.95 Children’s Cultural Fiction

The Japanese Twins Lucy Fitch Perkins 978-1-934610-11-4 Perfect 7.5x9.25 128 13.95 Children’s Cultural Fiction

The Mexican Twins Lucy Fitch Perkins 978-1-934610-30-5 Perfect 7.5x9.25 132 13.95 Children’s Cultural Fiction

The Swiss Twins Lucy Fitch Perkins 978-1-934610-10-7 Perfect 7.5x9.25 104 13.95 Children’s Cultural Fiction

The Cellar Vault Wheeler Pounds 978-1-934610-79-4 Perfect 6.14x9.21 304 19.95 Historical Fiction

The Cherokee Hideaway Wheeler Pounds 978-1-934610-64-0 Perfect 6.14x9.21 350 19.95 Historical Fiction

The Spy Sanctuary Wheeler Pounds 978-1-934610-24-4 Perfect 6.14x9.21 322 19.95 Historical Fiction



Bluewater Backlist

Title Author ISBN Binding Size Pages Price Category

Up Fool’s Hill Down Memory Lane Across Time Wheeler Pounds 978-1-934610-15-2 Perfect 6.14x9.21 186 18.95 Memoir

The Secret in the Jungle Lily Seibert 978-1-934610-20-6 Perfect 7.5x9.25 32 14.95 Children’s Fiction

Sharp Family: Patrick County, Virginia to 
Lauderdale County, Alabama And Beyond David Guy Sharp 978-1-934610-50-3 Perfect 8.268 x 11.693 594 49.95 Nonfiction, Genealogy

Sheffield:  History & Recollections Tennessee Valley Historical 
 Society 978-1-934610-63-3 Perfect 7.5x9.25 244 19.95 Nonfiction, History

The Frank and Jesse James Saga - The Beginning  
of the End for the James Gang Jerry Tidwell 978-1-934610-57-2 Perfect 7.5x9.25 234 19.95 Nonfiction

One Family’s Journey through Time Revisited Jerry Tidwell 978-1-934610-70-1 Perfect 8.25x11 288 29.95 Nonfiction

One Family’s Journey through Time  1845 - Present Jerry Tidwell 978-1-934610-51-0 Perfect 8.25x11 328 29.95 Nonfiction

Appalachian Indians of the Warrior Mountains Rickey Butch Walker 978-1-934610-72-5 Perfect 7.5x9.25 230 19.95 Nonfiction

Appalachian Indian Trails of the Chickamauga: 
Lower Cherokee Settlements Rickey Butch Walker 978-1-934610-91-6 Perfect 7.5x9.25 254 19.95 Nonfiction

Black Folktales — Coming soon Rickey Butch Walker 978-1-949711-04-2    24.95

Celtic Indian Boy of the Appalachia:  
A Scots Irish Cherokee Childhood Rickey Butch Walker 978-1-934610-75-6 Perfect 7.5x9.25 226 19.95 Memoir

Chickasaw Chief George Colbert:   
His Family and His Country Rickey Butch Walker 978-1-934610-71-8 Perfect 7.5x9.25 268 19.95 Nonfiction

Chickasaw Chief George Colbert:   
His Family and His Country Rickey Butch Walker 978-1-934610-83-1 Case 7.5x9.25 268 29.95 Nonfiction

Cotton Was King Colbert - Franklin Rickey Butch Walker 978-1-949711-08-0 Perfect   19.95 Nonfiction

Doublehead: Last Chickamauga Cherokee Chief Rickey Butch Walker 978-1-934610-67-1 Perfect 7.5x9.25 280 19.95 Nonfiction

Doublehead: Last Chickamauga Cherokee Chief Rickey Butch Walker 978-1-934610-82-4 Case 7.5x9.25 280 29.95 Nonfiction

Hiking Sipsey: A Family’s Fight for Eastern Wilderness Rickey Butch Walker 978-1-934610-93-0 Perfect 7.5x9.25 202 19.95 Historical Memoir

Soldier’s Wife: Cotton Fields to Berlin and Tripoli Rickey Butch Walker 978-1-934610-12-1 Perfect 7.5x9.25 214 14.95 Memoir

Warrior Mountains Folklore Rickey Butch Walker 978-1-934610-65-7 Perfect 7.5x9.25 360 24.95 Memoir

Warrior Mountians Indian Heritage - Student’s Edition Rickey Butch Walker 978-1-934610-66-4 Perfect 8.5x11 200 24.95 Nonfiction Workbook

Warrior Mountains Indian Heritage - Teacher’s Edition Rickey Butch Walker 978-1-934610-27-5 Perfect 8.25x11 380 39.95 Nonfiction Teacher’s Guide

Cotton Was King Lauderdale County Rickey Butch Walker 978-1-934610-99-2 Perfect 7.5x9.25 246 19.95 Nonfiction

Cotton Was King Lawrence County Rickey Butch Walker 978-1-949711-14-1 Perfect 7.5x9.25  29.95 Nonfiction

Gray Heron  John Wilde 978-1-949711-00-4 Perfect 5.5x8.5 352 18.95 Fiction

Ambulance #11:  Memories of a WW II Veteran Arthur W. Wolde, Sr. 978-1-934610-26-8 Perfect 7.5x9.25 148 16.95 Memoir, World War II

Redbird, Roses & Ghosts Gayle Young 978-1-949711-03-5 Perfect 5.25x8 206 18.95 Memoir


